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We are so often saying that we are lost, that I am sure that we must also be always 
finding—finding things, finding people, finding our way, finding what’s in between. 
 
Just yesterday I walked aimlessly up the road from my apartment, past porches lined with 
beer cans and couches, past a traffic light or two, past a few couples strolling—and on the 
way, I found the handle of a broom stuck in the dirt and head lying two feet away, a 
baby’s pink shirt dotted with pastel hearts, a muddy tennis ball, and a pair of men’s 
leather shoes that appeared barely worn. 
 
I found a key in my drawer some time ago, and I thought of the deep blue our house used 
to be, before the wood was replaced with beige vinyl siding—I thought of the pictures my 
father had e-mailed me the day after it was done, with its new porch and widened 
driveway, and thinking how strange it was that I wouldn’t have recognized it if it wasn’t 
for our neighbor’s fence peeking in from the corner of the photo. I then thought about 
how easy it was to forget about the blue. 
 
A few weeks ago, I found an article about lobsters, and the places they live in before they 
arrive at a dinner table—in three-thousand-pound loads on the back of a UPS van, in dark 
tanks at seafood plants, near islands off the Canadian Atlantic Coast, in cities all over 
America, Japan, France, Germany. A lobster travelling long distance loses weight and 
accumulates ammonia under stress, said the article. I thought of my twenty-eight hour 
convoluted passage back home from Rome, all the points in between, and then of the 
people that never make it home. And I thought of the lobsters with the ammonia in their 
bodies, maybe thinking of home, all while the ammonia accrued—a toxic rejection of 
their leaving. I thought of the ammonia leaking out the backs of the trucks, seeping into 
the dirt under weeds and ferns by the sides of the highway, making them grow taller and 
fuller. 
 
The summer four years ago, I found myself watching a professor pushing a needle into 
the underbelly of a mouse held firmly in her blue latex-gloved hands—first squirming, 
then twitching, then still. I watched her drop the small body into a beaker of clear liquid, 
watched while it sank, balled up, to the bottom to nestle among other bodies. And I found 
myself thinking about an earthworm’s slim tiny body with its five aortic arches—five 
hearts serving the equivalent function of our one heart, and I found myself wondering if 
their blood was the same red as ours. 
 
I wondered if the world had once been whole, and then one day began infinitely 
dividing—its parts undergoing a constant mutating, constant mitosis until suddenly we 
had earthworms and tennis balls and lost keys and found ones, and lobsters with 
ammonia, and then five hearts instead of one, or one heart instead of five. I imagined its 
mitosis extending on and on and on, and us, hands outstretched and flailing if only to 
grasp a single clump of earth. 


